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“If you’re thinking of getting a merchant cash advance you should read this book first.”

Manhattan RestaurateurAre you having a tough time getting the bank to approve your business

funding? Are you leery of expensive bad credit business loans? Are you a start-up with no

credit history and no small business financing? Is your credit history less than perfect? Are you

turning down new orders, because you lack the ready cash to kick start the project? Have you

heard about alternative business finance vehicles like merchant cash advance (also known as

business cash advance or merchant funding), but you’re not sure how to evaluate the pros-and-

cons for your commercial finance needs?If any of this sounds familiar, then you’re in the right

place. The merchant cash advance industry provides $3 BILLION in business funding each

year.If your business is more than 2 months old and accepts credit or debit cards, then this

guide will help you qualify for 72-HOUR FUNDING with a merchant cash advance.This

informative guide from best selling financial author Anne Bernard, MBA is a goldmine of instant

knowledge and practical “how-to”. It provides all the information you need to answer the

question – “Is a merchant cash advance right for my business?” Plus you’ll get all the guidance

you need to find a funder and maneuver the application process.YOU'LL FIND

COMPREHENSIVE ANSWERS TO ALL THESE QUESTIONS• What are the different types of

alternative financing vehicles when traditional banks decline your business loan?• What is a

merchant cash advance?• What type of business benefits the most from a merchant cash

advance?• What are the pros-and-cons of a merchant cash advance?• How much will it cost?•

What’s the best way to use a merchant cash advance to benefit your business?• Will your

business qualify for a merchant cash advance?• What are the 5 steps in the process from

application to funding?• How long does it take to get funded?• What is the value of a broker vs.

contacting funders on your own?• What are the TOP 10 QUESTIONS you need to ask (and get

answered) before you choose a funder for your merchant cash advance?DOWNLOAD THIS

EBOOK NOW -- AND GET INSTANT ACCESS to everything you need to know about an

alternative way to finance your business with a merchant cash advance.ABOUT BEST

SELLING AUTHOR – ANNE BERNARD, MBAHer 30-year financial career stretches from the

trenches of Wall Street to the heart of Main Street. Her passion is helping businesses

understand alternative financing vehicles, because so many companies are being left behind

by traditional banks. She has a deep understanding of the financial markets, both traditional as

well as alternative. Best of all she has a knack for putting it into plain English that everyone can

understand.She is currently developing a series of niche reports called, "Improve Your Cash

Flow With Alternative Business Funding". It's designed to help business owners understand

there are still good financing options even as banks continue to decline 42% of business loan

applications. This series will include information and “how-to” on all of these topics: merchant

cash advance, invoice factoring, purchase order financing, outstanding debt collection, asset

based lending, equipment leasing, angel investors, and more.Anne is a Principal at Capital

Consulting Group. They provide free-of-charge counsel to businesses searching for alternative

financing vehicles. And they act as a broker, connecting individual businesses with the right

funder to meet their unique needs. Their provide their counsel free-of-charge, because all good

brokers are compensated by the funder.You can reach Capital Consulting Group at (212)

472-3081.Anne lives in the Hudson Valley of New York with her husband Max.



Is This Niche Report For You?Are you a business owner, CEO, CFO or comptroller trying to

determine the best way to finance your business?Is your company a start-up with no credit

history and no small business financing?Was your business loan application declined by the

bank, even though you have great credit?Has your bank line-of-credit been capped or even

reduced with no reasonable explanation? Is your credit history less than perfect, making it

tough to get the money you need to run your business?Are you turning down new orders or

new clients, because you lack the readily available cash to kick off the project?Have you heard

about alternative financing vehicles like merchant cash advance or business cash advance, but

you’re not sure how to evaluate the pros-and-cons for your own unique commercial financing

needs? If any of this sounds familiar to you, then you’re in the right place.The merchant cash

advance industry provides $3 Billion in funds to American businesses each year.You’re about

to dive into a goldmine of instant knowledge that you can put into practice right away.You’ll find

all the information you need to determine if a merchant cash advance is right for your business.

Plus you’ll find the “how-to” for locating a funder that meets your needs and clicks with your

personal management style. As well as the “how-to” for navigating the application process

quickly-and-easily.Today’s Business EnvironmentIt’s hard to avoid the doom-and-gloom press,

and constant reports on the bad economy and tight credit.We live in volatile times with news

reports that prompt more questions than answers. How will the new healthcare laws impact my

business? Will the situation in the Middle East increase the cost of oil, causing inflation and an

increase in my business expenses with a decrease in my profits? When will the economy truly

recover from the recession of the past several years? Will expanding overseas markets in Asia

and South America help or hurt my local business prospects? Will big Internet shopping

conglomerates steal away my local business with obscenely low prices that I can’t begin to

compete with?One thing that’s certain is the fact that banks continue to decline the majority of

business loan applications, and the interest rates continue to stay high. So when will banks

start approving more business loans at lower interest rates?Everyone’s got an opinion, but the

crystal ball’s a little cloudy these days.Finding Alternatives When The Bank Declines Your

Business LoanHere’s some good business news.There are several alternative financing

resources to replace or complement a bank loan when you’re looking to finance a business.

These alternative sources of funds work well for new companies with no prior credit, as well as

older companies with less than favorable credit or inadequate credit lines. And these new

alternative financing vehicles tend to be less expensive than traditional bad credit business

financing.Some of these alternatives include: invoice factoring, purchase order financing, asset

based lending, equipment leasing, and merchant cash advance.Keep in mind that many

alternative funding vehicles should be part of your short-term financing strategy. The cost-of-

funds is higher than a traditional bank loan, so you want to use these resources to build your

business and/or protect your credit rating during slow times by always meeting your payables

deadlines. Then you can leverage the strength of your growing business along with the

strength of your solid credit rating to negotiate lower rates on a traditional bank loan. What’s A

Merchant Cash Advance?A merchant cash advance (sometimes referred to as a business

cash advance or merchant funding) is not a loan. It’s actually the sale of an intangible asset in

the form of your future credit card receipts.Wow! That sounds pretty intangible. And it may

sound pretty odd to be able to sell something you haven’t received yet, especially when there’s

no guarantee those credit card sales will ever come in. 
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M, “A "Must Read"!!!. A must-read for any small business owner who has ever been denied a

bank loan! A clear, concise, informative primer on "alternative financing opportunities". I have

heard of merchant cash advances, but never really understood them. Now I totally get it! This

book is a GREAT investment for your financial health.  Looking forward to the rest of the series.”

The book by Anne Bernard has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 2 people have provided feedback.
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